
Page 3

(ADDED after Puzzle 2, using a stamp/sticker) If you
can read this, turn to page 74.
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Page 5

(at Location ◉ , they are checked in and directed to
Page 31).

(once puzzle is solved, the page is replaced with:)

PUZZLE ONE: FIDGET SPINNERS [answer]

Whoops, dead end! You already solved this one.

Back to page 1 with you!
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Page 11

(at Location ◎ , teams are checked in and directed to
page 75)

(once solved, replaced with:)

PUZZLE TWO: REVISED EDITIONS [answer]

That’s it—the librarians must be altering history us-
ing time travel! Changing—or should I say demolishing—
classic books to better attract the youths of today! This
madness must be stopped.

If you’re with me, return to page 1.

If not, go to page 29.
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Page 23

(upon arrival teams are checked in and given the device
and directed to page 99. after finishing, replaced with:)

PUZZLE EIGHT: GATES OF TIME [answer]

I’m calibrated and ready to go! Return to page 41 and
let’s get this show on the road.
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Page 24

(after puzzle 5, a new page is inserted between 24 and
25. Page 24 1/3 directs you to page 98, page 24 2/3 directs
you to page 25.)
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Page 24 1/3

Go to page 98
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Page 24 2/3

Go to page 25.
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Page 26

(at Location ▼ , directed to page 15. After solving,
pages 24 1/3 and 24 2/3 are inserted, and this page is re-
placed with:) PUZZLE FIVE: SAND TIMERS [answer]

Been here, done that. Go back to page 24.
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Page 40

(upon arrival teams are checked in and directed to page
48. Upon solving, replaced with:)

PUZZLE THREE: JUKEBOX BATTLESHIPS [answer]

Well... that was certainly interesting. And slightly ter-
rifying. Ready to go back?

Turn to page 74.
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Page 41

[after Puzzle 8 is solved, the first option is cut away
from “go” onward to reveal a portion of page 43: “to page
140.”]
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Page 45

[after Puzzle 9, this page is torn out]
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Page 46

[after Puzzle 9, this page is torn out]
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Page 47

[four pages ahead of 41 once 44/45 is torn out]

...

(upon arrival given URL for video thing and directed to
page 126. upon completion:)

PUZZLE TEN: BINGBONG [answer]

Are they trying to say—does that mean they weren’t
responsible after all? The fire was in fact the result of
spontaneous combustion?

That’s... that’s preposterous! Only a truly devastating
tear in spacetime could cause such a reaction. You’d need a
dozen sevades’ worth of causality paradoxes. And nothing
has that kind of power other than—

Oh, right. I have that kind of power. But that’s—that
would mean that we’re responsible for this mess! And that’s
not... there must be another explanation. Turn to page 60
so we can sort this out.
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Page 58

(upon arrival, directed to page 108. upon completion:)

PUZZLE SEVEN: READING RAINBOW [answer]

Listen up, team. This is worse than we thought. Turn
to page 41 so we can come up with a plan.
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Page 59

(upon arrival, they see the boxes and are prompted to
turn to page 65. Upon solving, replaced with:) PUZZLE
ELEVEN: CARDBOARD BOX [answer]

The differences in the timelines have been mapped out,
and now it’s just a matter of applying the necessary changes
to get our universe back on track.

Turn to page 142.
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Page 74

(ADDED after Puzzle 3 and Puzzle 4, using a stamp/sticker)

If you’d rather not go through all of that again, turn to
page 24.
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Page 98

(upon arrival, given shoebox and directed to page 120.
After solving, replaced with:)

PUZZLE SIX: FAMILY TREE [answer]

So you see, this goes back for generations. Only recently
did my Veronica finally do what her cousins could not—
harness the time-traveling power of her great-grandparents.

Go back to page 24.
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Page 117

(upon arrival, puzzlers are directed to page 145. upon
solving, replaced with:)

PUZZLE FOUR: YES OR NO [answer]

Well, that’s all well and good, but we still haven’t man-
aged to learn anything useful. Let’s go back to the present
for now.

Turn to page 74.
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Page 140

(upon arrival, directed to page 68. upon completion,
replaced with:)

PUZZLE NINE: BOOK BURNING [answer]

The crisis has been averted! Now all that remains is to
track down the librarians responsible for this heinous crime
and bring them to justice. Turn to page 41.
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Page 142

(upon arrival, directed to page 17 and given a trans-
parency)
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Print one copy for each team of the following page on a
transparency. It will be used for the meta puzzle.
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You know, I didn’t exactly think much of you all when
you first opened me up, but you’ve really proven me wrong.

It’s time for one more trip, and this time we’ll be travers-
ing all of our past journeys together. Once everything is in
order, we’ll need to get rid of any bit of time, small or large,
that may have been disturbed in the course of our travels.



Print one, double-sided copy for each team of the fol-
lowing two pages. It will be inserted into each team’s book
after puzzle 5.
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Apologies for sprouting an extra leaf out of nowhere,
but I didn’t know how else to get your attention! There’s
been a slight change of plans and I need you to turn to page
98.

Don’t worry—it’s definitely not a trap. The fact that
this page appeared out of nowhere should not concern you
at all, in fact.
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Go ahead to the next page.
As in the page that is now the next page to this page,

which also happens have been the “next page” for that last
page from which you went to the page after—

You know what, just go to page 25.
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